[Diagnostics of the retrocalcaneal bursitis: possibilities of the use of new anatomical data].
The anatomy and histology of the normal retrocalcaneal bursa (RB) was studied on both embalmed and fresh cadaverous material. The bursa is a constant structure, its upper and posterior walls are completely covered with the unilayered synovial membrane. Its anterior wall represents the superior facet of the calcaneal tuberosity, the posterior one corresponds to the anterior surface of the insertional part of the Achilles tendon. The superior wall is formed by the adipose tissue of the inferior part of Kager's triangle, extending into the cavity of the bursa in a form of constant large and irregularly shaped synovial fold. The normal anatomical features as well as some pathological changes of the bursa and its neighbourhood were demonstrated on examples of some case reports, by use of the ultrasonography and magnetic resonance investigations. In healthy individuals the space of the bursa was not figured in the ultrasonographic investigations, but was well apparent in the MR images. The pathological changes of the bursa are detectable by using of both methods, but the MR images present substantially precise quality of depiction. The authors recommend the use of presented new anatomical data for the improvement in differential diagnostic of the wide spectrum of achillar enthesopathies.